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Health is wealth, isn't it friends ? . For living a healthier life it's necessary for one to have better
quality food. As, we all know that healthy mind consists of healthy body and for the proper
functioning of healthy body, one need to consume food made with better and best quality vegetable
oil.Thus, it's necessary for one to know how vegetable oil extraction is carried out, how oil refining
process and vegetable oil processing is done ?

Let me first make you familiar with the definition vegetable oil extraction and then only we will move
towards how oil refining process is carried out. As, we all know oil is a chemical compound which
can't be mixed with the insoluble water and it's always present in calm and ambient temperature.
Most of the vegetable oil is extracted by crushing the seeds of oil plants such as mustard, sunflower
and groundnut etc. The oil that we use in our kitchen in our day to day life is processed and brought
in our home, undergoing various methods. Oil Processing involves different kinds of methods. It's
not a one way process. The oil that we use in our day to day life is processed and extracted under
various oil refining process. The methods and machines used for it are of larger size. The selection
of oil refining process depends on the type and quality of crude oil to be processed. The bottle of oil
that you use in your kitchen is made and processed from large number of plants in big scale, i.e.
hundreds and thousands of crude oil which are stored in big barrels are processed in a day and
these crude (raw) oil is processed under another oil production plant which later is stored in different
barrels after oil refining process is carried out.

Oil is useful in various parts of our life. It's not that oil is only used in cooking but it's also can be
burned and be used as fuel. The part of the plant that is to be extracted is kept under pressure to
extract the amount of needed oil, then the extracted oil from the plants are kept in another solvent.
After this process is carried out the solution is separated from the plants and extracted into leached
oil,i.e, The desired soluble substance where solid is separated from liquid and here the undesirable
solute component are removed and is brought into contact with liquid. Thus, take good care of your
health and consume better quality edible oils.
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Established in 1951, United is a leading Supplier and manufacturer of Equipment and Turnkey
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